20th Anniversary of the WTO Protests

December 7, 2019

Join the Washington Fair Trade Coalition and community allies to mark the anniversary of the 1999 Battle in Seattle!

Register at: tinyurl.com/wto20-tickets

Event Schedule:

10:00 AM: Rally @ Occidental Park

3:30–6:00 PM: Trade Justice Workshops @ Town Hall

Session 1 (4:00–4:50 PM):
Environment • Labor • Public Health • Immigration

Session 2 (5:00–5:50 PM):
Indigenous Sovereignty and Extractive Industries • Labor Activism that Crosses the Border: Past and Future • Food Sovereignty • WTO Tech, Data, E-Commerce Expansion • Trade and Militarism

7:30 PM: Keynote with Joseph Stiglitz and brief Action Orientation with Lori Wallach @ Town Hall